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NEWS LETTER
AMFCO Group of Companies participated in 2nd CIO Summit & Expo 2014

Presented SmartStream
TLM Corona

In this issue:
 Presented TLM

Karachi, March 24, 2014: AMFCO
Group proudly Participated along with Smart Stream
Technologies at CIO Summit 2014 to present its Award
Winning TLM Solution “An Enterprise Reconciliations System”.

Corona
 Launched E-Student

Management Systems

SmartStream is a global software provider that in challenging
markets conditions has outpaced its rivals in the financial
markets sector, creating an impressive base of more than
1,500 customers.

 Approximately 42% of

Banks CIOs, CFOs,
CTOs & IT delegates
visited the Booth
 ERP-Cloud Computing

This includes more than 70 of the world’s top 100 banks
alongside the world’s leading asset managers.
Transaction Lifecycle Management (TLM®) is SmartStream’s
trademarked approach to solving operational processing
challenges by understanding the end-to-end transaction flow –
from trade inception to settlement. Improved automation and
visibility are delivered by independent operational controls and
a systematic approach.

“very qualified team and

Student Management System

excellent presentation,

The all-in– one Software to manage your educational
institutes
AMFCO launched E-Student Management System ERP a
complete student information system in cloud. Student ERP
provides user-friendly dashboards with login access to all the
teachers, non-teaching staff, students, parents and management
body of your institution. The various modules available in Student
ERP takes care of all the processes in your institution, right from
admission of new students to generating transfer certificate, when
the student completes the studies. Our motive is to provide an
efficiency to the educational institutes, where we claim that you
run Your Rules, Your Process in Your Premises the way you
want.

energetic, vibrant, sense
of depth, mix of young
and old team….highly
impressed”

-IT Consultant
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CEO Message
“Our experience across all industries enables us to harness the best ideas, practices and
solutions from both the public and private sectors, for the benefit of every client. We are
deeply committed, consistently inventive and determined to deliver. No job is too large for
AMFCO, or too complex. Company has the skill to handle elaborate technical refinements
one day, and the commitment to help you efficiently deliver a massive transformation of a
project. We work as closely as possible with all of our customers. We challenge them to
think beyond their current needs, looking for ways to improve their cost effectiveness
through products and processes. We believe the customer needs have to be considered
with every product we offer and they become an integral part of the thought process as we
develop not just products, but total solutions. Our leadership is a result of our employees.
They have made AMFCO one of the outstanding companies in our industry. Each of them
brings diverse background and specialized disciplines to deliver the one thing that our customers want the most is - RESULTS “
www.amfco.net

